Survival month for non-small lung cancer patients depend upon which stage of lung cancer is present. Our aim is to identify smoking specific gene expression biomarkers in prognosis of lung cancer patients. In this paper, we introduce the network elastic net, a generalization of network lasso that allows for simultaneous clustering and regression on graphs. In network elastic net, we consider similar patients based on smoking cigarettes per year to form the network. We then further find the suitable cluster among patients based on coefficients of genes having different survival month structures and showed the efficacy of the clusters using stage enrichment. This can be used to identify the stage of cancer using gene expression and smoking behavior of patients without doing any tests.
I. INTRODUCTION
One of the key challenge in molecular medicine is to personalize the feature selection for each data point on sample space. This can be treated as local feature selection and prediction problem. Recently, network lasso has been introduced where coefficient difference is penalized with l2 norm given graph structure. It has already been observed that Elastic net works better than lasso with real world data for multivariate regression problems. We have introduced elastic net norm for network regression and tested the results for Survival months for non-small lung cancer patients for early stage cancer patients.
II. FORMULATION AND METHODOLOGY
We are focusing on optimization problems posed on graphs. Consider the following problem on a graph G = (V,E), where V is the vertex set and E is the set of edges:
The variables are x 1 , ..., x n ✏R p , where n = |V |.(The total number of scalar variables is np.) Here x i ✏R p is the variable at node i, f i : R p ! R [ 1 is the cost function at node i, and g jk : R p ⇥ R p ! R [ 1 is the cost function associated with edge(j, k). We use extended (infinite) values off i and g jk to describe constraints on the variables, or pairs of variables across an edge,respectively.Our focus will be on the special case in which the fiare convex, and
(2)The edge objectives penalize differences between the variables at adjacent nodes, where the edge between nodes i and j has combination of l 2 and l 1 norm having weights 1 w ij and 2 w ij . w ij can be considered as the graph property having similar nodes with more penalization, and 1 and 2 as an overall parameter that scales the edge objectives relative to the node objectives. We call problem (2) the network regression with elastic net problem, since the edge cost is a sum of l1 and l2 norms of differences of the adjacent edge variables. Hallac et. al has showed that network lasso is a convex optimization problem,and we have added a convex function part to it which maintains property of convex optimization problem. Here , problem requires scalable solution with large nodes and variables. Our proposed regularizer can be solved by a general alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM) based solver.
ADMM consists the following steps (for each iteration k)
Each step can be described as x -update, z -update, and u -update. As there will not be any changes in x-update and uupdate compared to network lasso.But z-update is having extra l1-norm which is solved using soft-thresholding operator.
Following is the algorithm for ADMM Step
Following is the algorithm for Regularization path 
4:
repeat set := ; 1;
6:
Use Algorithm 1 to solve for
return x ⇤ ( ) for from 0 to critical end for 10: end for
III. EXPERIMENTS
In this section , we first illustrate our proposed method on synthetic data and then we perform the survival month prediction and clustering of survival months using coefficients of predictors and then for TCGA datasets, predicting survival months for LUAD lung cancers using gene expression variables.
A. Synthetic experiments
We have used high dimensional synthetic data having clustered and orthogonal coefficients . First, we have generated the predictors such that x ij ⇠ Unif( 1, 1) , j = 1,...,10 and i = 1,...,100 and e i ⇠ N (0, 1). and corresponding response variable have been generated using below model :-
.., 100 (6) Lets consider the first equation corresponds to first cluster , second equation corresponds to second cluster and third equation corresponds to third cluster. We have one more requirement here, link function , its very important to create the link function such that first cluster has high density among themselves but low density compared to other cluster , same holds for other cluster.
We have generated the link function using following steps:- 4 . Replace corresponding dense matrix in the sparse matrix such that first cluster has high density among themselves but low density compared to other clusters and similar properties for other two clusters.
We experimentally set the regularization parameter for the proposed method to ↵ 2 {0,0.2,0.4,0.6,0.8,1} and = 1.12 . For the network Lasso, ↵ = 0. Moreover, in we can also regularize the coefficients as well. First part of charts show estimated coefficients using our proposed method without coefficients regularization and second part of charts show estimated coefficients using our proposed method with coefficients regularization. We have used µ = 0.1 for coefficient regularization.
Clearly , we can see that estimated coefficients have been recovered for each ↵ and for regularized coefficients ↵ = 1 works best. We have developed accelerated failure time-framework for modeling survival times. Accelerated failure-time is censored regression where inputs and responses are adjusted based on censored events.
[2] discusses Accelerated Failure Time being weighted least square regression, where,
, ..., (n) -associated censoring indicators. X (1) , ..., X (n) -associated covariates. and it is further mean adjusted leading to below equations. Denote
Therefore weighted loss function is
For Network Elastic-Net
We perform the survival month prediction using gene expression data. We have used TCGA dataset having lung cancer patients with clinical variables and corresponding gene expression data using accelerated failure time modeling. There are 325 patients in LUAD lung cancer and 423 patients in LUSC lung cancer.
We then divided the data into 80:20 to train the model. Weight measures based on number of smoking cigarettes per year.If w i is number of smoking cigarettes per year for patient i and similarly w j corresponding for patient j . For weight measure
We have kept only 100 top correlated genes with survival months among 19196 as predictors for each cancer types and lets call it gene 1 , gene 2 , ..., gene 100 .
For each patient ,we solve for
.. a i100 ] T ,which gives us the coefficients of the regressors. The survival months estimate is given by Robust Cross-Validation is important step to find the hyperparameters. We have split the data into 80:20 where Training data is 80% and Testing data is 20%. For performance measurement, [2] uses AIC.
where CV Score is the loss for test data and K is corresponding non-zero coefficients. We calculated the best based on that.
To predict the survival month on the test set, we connect each new patient to the 5 nearest patient based on weight measures defined above. We then infer the value of x j at for patient j by solving problem , and we use this value to estimate the new survival month for patient j . We solve for x
The inference for new patient is being used by [1] which is a weber problem.
Results for LUAD Cancer type:- 
C. Clustering of Patients -LUAD Cancer Patients
Next, we have clustered the patients in training dataset based on gene expression coefficient calculated. Characteristics of clusters can further be validated based on external variables such as Cancer Stage, smoking stages and Km-plot. We have used smoking stage to identify the cluster characters. Cancer stage is ranged from 1 to 4. Cluster  Stage 1  Stage 2  Stage 3  Stage 4  1  53  26  12  4  2  3  2  1  0  3  36  13  13  4  4  45  20  17  6  5  13  6  6  1 To identify which cluster corresponds to which stage , we have used similar to gene enrichment strategy where for each cluster and each stage we have calculated corresponding P-value and if P-Value is smaller than ¡0.05 then cluster represents that stage. 
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